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I. Fmetinnal localization of thalamie resptms~ to phode 
stimuli in the cat. - -  F. Tortes (Minaeapells, Minn.). 

Multiple thalamic connections with visual pathways have 
been demonstrated by both anatomical and physiological 
experimental methods. The present investigation was 
undertaken with the purpose of better defining and local. 
izmg the different types of responses elicited from thalam- 
,.',: ,,,-c!e.; hy phot;,e stimulation. 

Groups of multiple vertically arranged depth elec. 
trodes were inserted bilaterally in the thalamus of eats 
immobilized with Fiaxedil and locally anesthetized. Brief 
light flashes were delivered to both eyes in pairs, with 
increasing intervals between conditioning and test 
stimuli. Respo,ses were recorded on a muitichannel 
magnetic tape. Series comprising between 48 and 96 
responses were recorded from each pair of electrodes on 
a dual-beam cathode ray oscillosccpe and on two channels 
of a computer of average transients (CAT). lntereollicular 
section was performed and the series of stimulations 
repeated after the section. At the end of the experiment 
the animals were perfused with formalin. Serial sections 
verified the location of thalamic electrode locations. 
Response# were played back from the tape into the CAT 
for averaging and plotted with an X-Y recorder. 

Multiphasic potentials were obtained from specific 
and nonspeciflc thalamic nuclei. Different co,nponents of 
responses wore functionally differentiated from each 
other by their changes after intercollicular section, by 
reversal of polarity between adjacent recording electrodes 
in various thalamic nuclei, and by their different recovery 
cycle as tested by double light flashes. These findinss, as 
well as complex it~g-.ructiors found to exist between 
different response compo qents, will be discussed. 
(Supported by USPHS Grant M.2492, NIMH). 

2. Excitation and inhibition of nuelens ventralis imstero- 
intmdie resulting from eerticrl s t imulat ion.-  O. 
Garoutte, H. Shimazu and N. Ymmglmwa (Tokyo, 
Japan). 

The effect of electrical stimulation of the pericruciate 
cortex on individual neurons of the nucleus ventralis 
posterolateralis (VPL) of the thalamus was studied in 
cats. Unit spikes were evoked by single test shocks either 
to peripheral nerves or to the medial lemniseus. Recording 
was with glass micro.pipettes. About one third of the 
neurons could also be excited antidromically by single 
shocks to a restricted area of the postcruciate cortex, in a 
similar proportion, including some of the same neurons, 

the excitation was post-synaptic. Some were also excited 
by antidromic stimulation of the ipsilateral pyramid at 
the ponto-medullary border. This pyramidal stimulation 
produced only small "a" and "beta" resporses (Jabbur 
and Tows) in the lateral part of the postcruciate cyrus. 

When the cortex adjacent to the aforementioned re- 
stricted area of cortex was stimulated prior to the medial 
lenmiseal test stimulation, the VPL unit was commonly 
inhibited; i.e., its latency was increased, and the number 
of unit spikes per test stimulus was usually decreased. This 
inhibitory effect began within 20 msec after thecondition- 
ing cortical stimulus, and sometimes lasted as long as 
300 msec, or even longer. Following cortical ablation, 
with degeneration of the descending pyramidal fibers, 
stimulation of the exposed white matter had an antidromic 
inhibitory effect on the VPL neurons. 

These effects may result from local excitation of VPL 
.eut'ons by pyramidal etTerents, with inhibition of sur- 
rounding VPL neurons. The inhibition is probably via 
recurrent tibet's from the excited neurons, and may operate 
functionally in ,'sharpening" incoming sensory impulses. 

3. Longitudiiml electrolpmphie eorrehttlon of avoidance 
behavior. - -  J. A. Wada and IL  K u n ~ i r o  (Vancou- 
ver', B, C., Canada). 

The present study stems from our earlier observations of 
chronic epileptic cats which survived more than 3,5 to 4 
years after being made epileptic, In a simple avoidance 
situation, they were found to be extremely poor in learn- 
ing this simple performance compared with normal cats 
similarly tested. In order to investipte the significance of 
such impaired learning in a chronic epileptic state, an 
investiption of electrographic correlation of avoidan~ 
was initiated 3 years ago. Seventeen cats were prepared: 
six normal controls, five with destructive lesiot;s, and six 
with epileptic lesions. The site of lesion was the medio- 
inferior temporal region. Concentric electrodes were im. 
planted in the following structures: optic tract, lateral 
geniculate, superior colliculus, visual cortex, lateralis 
posterior, pulvinar, midbrain reticular formation, 
putamen, caudate, hippocampus, and amygdala. The)" 
were followed in the process of habituation, conditioning, 
extinction and re-conditioning. The CS was l/sec flickering 
light, and the US was an electric shock to the feet of the 
animals. Electrical evoked responses by the CS were 
recorded during this behavioral process. In order to 
evaluate the ~t',odulating role of pupil size on the central 
evoked response, the CS was delivered through either 
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normal intact or atropinized maximally dilated pupil of 
the same animal on alternate days. Respiratory rate, ECG, 
retinal potential and EEG with automatic frequency ~tn~ly- 
sis were simultaneously recorded. At the conclusion of 
this study all the animals were sacrificed, and the locali- 
zation of surgical !esions and electrode sites was histolog- 
icaUy verified. 

Characteristics of the evoked potential appeared to 
vary greatly in the same organism even within a short 
span of time. Consequently, only constantly identifiable 
response components with measurable amplitude were 
subjected to statistical longitudinal evaluation. The daily 
computed mean evoked response amplitude became the 
basis of charting the longitudinal pattern for each record- 
ing site. The common denominator findings in the control 
group were: (I) remarkable, though not complete, degree 
of similarity and parallelism between the longitudinal 
patterns derived through either dilated fixed pupil or 
intact pupil, (2) relative independence of chronological 
patterns among retinal and more centrally recorded 
potentiah in the ~me animal, and (3) gradual alteration 
either in the direction of increase or decrease during both 
habituation and conditioning, with abrupt and marked 
fluctuation in the early conditioning period, 

Difficulty was encountered in finding a significant 
group difference in the longitudinal patterns. This is 
probably due to the sufficiently tomplex and diverse 
nature of control patterns, in addition to an insensitive 
sampling method with its inherent limitations. We have 
evidence that a group difference indeed exists in the 
form of an unstable, large, later response component of 
about ~ msce peak latency in the destructive lesion 
group, 

Although all three groups achieved high behavioral 
scores in t~rms of avoidance performance, evidence was 
found suggesting that thc presence of a temporal lobe 
lesion, re~rdless of its nature, made adaptation of these 
animals to a stressful avoidance situation more difficult. 

4. Direct eumnt recording and stimulation dudq learn. 
i ~  in rabbl~ ~ T. Plnlo-Hamuy, F. Proctor and 
l. Kupfmnun (Pale Alto, Calif.). 

Twenty.two rabbits were trained to perform a conditioned 
avoidance response to a buzzer. During training, RC 
coupled and DE recordings were made from nonpolariz- 
able electrodes implanted in frontal, visual and auditory 
cortex bilaterally. The etTeet of cathodai and anodal 
polarizetion at early (less than 80 %conditioned responses) 
and late (more thatt 80% conditioned responses) was 
tested. Cathodal polarization in auditory cortex during 
conditioning trials lowered performance particularly in 
early stages of training. Results with cathodal polarization 
in frontal cortex were more variable, but also tended to 
lower performance. Anodal polarization in either auditory 
or frontal cortex increased performance slightly or had no 
effect. 

DC shifts in response to the conditioned stimulus were 
in a positive direction, in general, the frequency of 
occurrence and magnitude of the DC shift decreased 
througtt the course of training, in a few animals there was 

a correlation between the DC shifts and the level of 
performance. 

S. laltaeace of gew changes la tbe EEG ea the firing rate of 
eorfleal neurons. - -  G.H. Fremm and H. W. Bond 
(New Omeas, La.). 

Simultaneous recordings from single neurons in the 
suprasylvian 8yrus of the cat and of the electrocortico- 
gram, recorded with DC amplifiers, were obtained. The 
cortex was found to be slightly negative (--I.15 to 
--3.10 mV) relative to a reference electrode in the frontal 
sinus. As long as the animal remained in good condition 
this potential difference was constant throughout the 
recording (up to 5.5 h), with fluctuations of 0.1 to 0.5 mV 
lasting 0.5 to 5.0 sec. Cortical neuron activity appeared to 
be related to these potential changes. They tended to fire 
faster during positive waves and slower during negative 
ones. These results are discussed relative to the theory 
that dendrites respond on a more.or-less rather than all. 
or-none basis, and that they modulate the firing rate of 
the z~euron's soma by means of the electrotonic fields their 
activity creates, (Full paper in press in this Journal). 

6, '~Exeitabllity cycle" of dendrites as determined by a 
technique of minimal stimulation and respense4verag. 
ing, - -  J. K. Merlls (Baltimore, Md.). 

it has been suggested that some of the spontaneous 
rhythms of the EEG are related to the excitability cycle 
of dendrites, but the literature on such cycles contains 
many inconsistencies. Our previous studies have indicated 
that some of the di~repuncies in data are attributable to 
the stimulus intensities required by the usual methods of 
evoking and recording the superficial or direct cortical 
response. The present study demonstrates that a much 
more consistent pattern of responsiveness emerges when 
very weak stimuli are employed. 

Brief (SO/,see) square pulses at intensities of the order 
of 45~70 pA were applied through closely spaced elec- 
trodes (Ringer.filled capillaries, 0.6 mm between centers) 
to the cortex ofsuccinyl,~holine-paralyzed eats. Recording 
was accomplished by means of the CAT averager of 
evoked potentials. Responsiveness was tested by the 
paired shock technique, the test shock being applied at 
intervals of I to 250 msec after the conditioning shock. 
The stimulus pairs were applied every I to 2 see, and a 
minimum of 120 responses was averaged for each interval. 

Under these conditions, there is a consistent period of 
summation at stimulus intervals up to 5-6.3 mseo, follow- 
ed by a period of depression which is very variable in 
duration. Increasing the stimulus intensity to values of the 
order of 100-140 14A consistently shortens the period of 
summation, depression becoming evident at about 4 reset. 
Preliminary data indicate that Nembutal anesthesia 
reverses this effect of increased stimulus current. 

The data obtained suggest that the long durb.tion 
"excitability cycle" of dendrites reported by others is not 
an intrinsic phenomenon of the dendrites but is a conse- 
quence of synaptic mechanisms initiated by the dendritic 
activation. 
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7. Effects oflldecaine upon spontaneous and evoked activl~ 
wifldn (he limbie system. ~ I. 14. Wal~mn, R. H. de 
Jen8 and D. Prince (San Francisco, Calif. aud Pale 
Alto, Calif.). 

Studies were made of the effects of intravenous lidocaine 
on (1) spontaneous electrical activity of surface and depth 
loci in both acute unanesthetized cats and chronically 
implanted cats and rabbits, and (2) evoked potentials 
recorded ou;illographically. In chronic preparations small 
doses (5-8 mg/kg) of iidocaine induced hyperventilation 
and bursts, synchronous with respiration and dependent 
upon airflow through the nostril, of 15-18/sec spindle 
activity in corticomedian and central amygdala. These 
spindle bursts were not seen before drug administration. 
Spindles of lower amplitude were seen at other amygda- 
Ioid points, septum and pyriform cortex, but not usually 
in hippocampus. Nonlimbic structures, including various 
specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei and midbrain 
and bulbar tegmentum, showed no alteration in their 
spontaneous activity during this spindling. Within 1 rain 
after onset of spindling, surface activity was slow and the 
animal appeared drowsy. With higher doses (>  10 mg/kg) 
rhythmic amygdaloid activity changed to rhythmic 
spiking or spike.spindle c~mplexes also related to respira- 
tion. Frequently, high voltage spike discharges, independ- 
ent of respiration and accompanied by behavioral seizure, 
began in amygdala and spread to other depth and surface 
areas. Postietaldepressionofamygdaloidactivity followed. 
Lidocaine, oven in small doses (5 roB/k/), transiently 
blocked potentials in prepyriform cortex and amygdala 
evoked by olfactory bulb stimulation. However, it did 
not block specific thalamocortica[ evoked potentials, i t  is 
postulated that lidocaine has an excitatory influence on 
amygdala independent of its effects on respiration. This 
may occur through blo=k of systems which normally 
inhibit amy gdaloid activity rather than by directly 
affecting amygdala. 
(Supported by USPHS Grants 624604-11, 26-63(C4) and 
GM.08013, NIH). 

8, Central and peripheral factors in epUeptle dbdmrge: 
experimental studies in the tit .  - -  J. R. Stevens, 
Y. Nalmmura, V. Milstein, T. Okuma and R. Llimm 
(Portland, Ore. mid Boston, Mass.). 

The influence of certain brain-stem structures on experi- 
mental epilepsy in the eat was investigated in the following 
malzner: 3 weeks to 6 monthz following inoculation of 
cerebral cortex with alumina gel, electrocoagulation of a 
variety of midbrain structures was accomplished by 
means of previously placed depth electrodes. Effects of 
these lesions on behavior, neurological status, spontaneous 
seizure activity, ¢lectrocorticogram and seizure threshold 
to photic stimulation were examined. Studies of after- 
discharge threshold at the site of the epileptogenie 
lesion, the "homotopic focus", and distant cortical areas 
were made in the unrestrained waking animal before and 
after the midbrain destructions by means of chronic 
cortical electrodes. 

In addition to the marked changes in behavior and 
neurological status following such lesions, there was 

frequent appearance of synchronous high voltage spike. 
wave type of response to photic stimulation following the 
brain-stem lesions. Analysis of the change in seizure 
threshold, electroconicogram and other variables exam- 
ined will be discussed in relation to the lesions in the 
brain-stem of these animals. 

9. Interamygdaloid propagation. ~ O. J. Andy, J. 
Mukawa and J. Melvin (Jackson, Miss.). 

Th~ problem was to ascertain whether amygdala after- 
dis(:harges preferentially propagate to the opposite 
amygdala by way of one or more of the following: (1) 
anterior commissure, (2) ipsilateral temporal cortex, (3) 
hippocampal commissure and (4) basal telencephalic 
structures. Seventeen immobilized c,~ts were operated 
upon under local anesthesia. Bipolar electrical stimulation 
and recordings gere made with a Grass stimulator and 
Grass electroencephalograph, respectively. Stimulation 
parameters: I msec pulse, 50 c/see, 5 sec duration, volt- 
ages of I to !,5 above the discharge thresholds. The effect of 
lesions upon the propagated discharge amplitudes was 
evaluated as follows: (I) complete interruption, voltage 
drop to zero from 200 I~V or greater, (2) partial interrup- 
tion, a voltage drop of 200 t~V or greater, but not to zero, 
and (3) no interruption, voltage drop of less than 20/~V. 
A minimum of two stimulations in each amygdala was 
done before and after each lesion. After-discharge volt- 
ages recorded from the stimulated sites were unchanged 
following the lesions. 

Lesions of the temporal, motor, parietal and occipital 
cortices, the posterior hippocampus and anterior com. 
missure did not reduce the amplitude of the propagated 
discharges. Lesions up to 3 mmi ,  diameter in the anterior 
amygdaloid and prcoptic area did not reduce the ampli- 
tudes, whereas larger lesions did. ~veral lesions were 
made with a sucker advanced caudoventrally through the 
anterior sigmoid gyrus. In these, amplitude reduction, if 
present, occurred when the preoptic or the anterior 
amygdaloid area was encountered. In only three animals 
was there complete interruption of the propagated dis- 
charge, 

Conclusions: Ablation of the temporal and other 
cortical areas, the posterior hippocampus and the anterior 
commissure did not interrupt nor significantly reduce the 
amplitude of interamygdaloid propagated discharges, 
Propagation may be reduced or interrupted by relatively 
large lesions placed in the basal telencephalic structures. 

lO.Long duration cyelkal ehangea Jn excitability of spike 
feel. - -  D. Prince (Pale Alto, Calif.). 

Studies of the behavior and excitability of penicillin spike 
foci in visual and auditory cortex were performed in un- 
anesthetized gallamine immobilized or enc~phale isol~ 
cats. EEG inkwriter .,nd CRO records of spontaneous 
and driven spike discharges were made under a variety 
of conditions. 

When the appropriate stimulus (flash or click) was 
presented at low frequencies (l-6/se¢) for many minutes, 
cycles of spike driving alternating with periods without 
spike driving were observed. Thus, a continuous 4/see 
flash might induce 2 c/see driving of a visual spike focus 
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for periods of 15 to 25 sec, alternating with periods of 
15 to 25 see when only the evoked response to light was 
seen. The most striking feature of these observations was 
the similar duration and configuration of successive spike 
~ .  Twenty or more consecutive cycles were commonly 
observed. Spike cycles could be interrupted by stopping 
the driving stimulus but were unaffected by high frequen- 

segmental shocks. Intercollicular section did not 
prevent the development of cycling, nor did pentobarbital 
administration, or recording in a dark room with fixed 
pupils in the case of visual feel. Such regular cyclical 
variations were not observed in spontaneously firing foci 
in intact or chronically isolated cortex. 

To our knowledge, cyclical changes in excitability of 
this duration have not been previously described. These 
findings are difficult to explain in terms of the known 
behavior of neuronal systems and may represent periodic 
inhibition originating within the focus or in a subcortical 
neuronal organization. 

II.Bllale¢~ '~pileptogenle" fe¢i in cat cerebral ¢ertex: 
ssecbunisms of interaction in the intact, the bilateral 
goMical-ealloRI and ndisncephalle preparation. ~ E.M. 
Marcus and C. W. Watson (Boston, Mass,). 

We have studied the relative roles of corpus callosum and 
diencephalon in determining patterns 3f electrical dis. 
charge resulting from the interaction of epileptogenic 
foci produced by bilateral application of ~trychnine, 
Metrazol and conjugated estrogen to cerebral cortex. In 
seven animals with intact brain, immobilized with 
Flaxedil and artificially ventilated, there occurred a 
symmetrical spike discharge often synchronized within 
0~12 mace, followed by prolonged symmetrical and syn. 
chronous 3 c/see spike and wave complexes. Recordings 
from medial thalamus indicated insignificant participa- 
tion of these thalamic areas in the initial apl~arance of the 
complexes. Section of the corpus callosum significantly 
disrupted the synchrony of the cortical discharge. In 
eight animals, patterns of syn~netrical spikes and repeti. 
tive 3 e/see spike.wave complexes, often synchronized 
within 2=20 reset, followed the application of convulsant 
agent to bilaterally isolated blocks of cortex which re~ 
rosined connected by corpus callosum. 

Similar results were obtained in five unanesthetized 
animals following ablation of entire thalamus, hypothala. 
mu~, rostral mesencephalon and dorsal hippocampus, 
and in seven animals after ablation of medial thalamus 
and rostral mesencephaion. Preservation of visual path. 
ways in three of the latter group permitted precipitation of 
a bilateral discharge to flash stimulus following applica- 
tion of convulsant to visual cortex bilaterally. Relevant 
clinical concomitants of the simultaneously recorded 
synchronous co~tical discharges in six unrestrained 
animals included immobility, sy~'netrical facial and 
forelimb myoclonus and generalized convulsive seizures. 

These data indicate a significant role of intracortical 
and transcallosal mechanisms and an insignificant role of 
diencephaion and rostral mesencephalon in the generation 
of a bilaterally symmetrical and synchronous 3 e/see spike 
and wave pattern similar to that of *'petit maP' in man. 

1Z A teebulque fee speetral analysis of EEG. - -  E. Elddberg 
and F. C. ~ (Phoenix, Ariz.). 

Quantitative description of the EEG is often required in 
studies on behavior and on the effects of drugs on the 
CNS. Current techniques for EEG analysis in the fre* 
quency domain require the use of passive tuned filters, the 
use ofcomputerfilters on digitized EEG data or Fourier 
transformation of correlograms. The first method has 
poor resolution at the low end of the spectrum, the second 
is too e:,pensive and the third enhances "dominant" 
frequencies and elinfinates others. We are employing a 
lock-in amplifier as a narrow bandpass filter, whose out- 
put is a DC level proportional to the power contained in 
each band selected, with a variable time constant of 
integration. The output of this amplifier is digitized and 
then treated statistically. The same technique allows 
cross.spectral studies. It also allows longitudinal studies 
of variance in the relative amplitude of a narrow selected 
frequency band component. Another advantage of this 
method is that relatively inexpensive, commercially 
available equipment is employed throughout. The same 
components are used for average response and single 
unit studies. 
(Supported by USPHS Grant B-3496, NINDB). 

13. An electronically derived frequency distribution of the 
human EEG. - -  R. Cohn ( ~ ,  Md.). 

By means of an electronic amplitude discrimination 
system, developed at the U.S. Naval Hospital, Bethesda, 
precision measurements of the frequency distribution of 
man's EEG have been obtained in more than 70 individ. 
uais. The instrumentation consists of matched amplifiers, 
a dual track magnetic tape recorder, a pulse generator and 
the Mnemotron CAT 400A. Depending on the subject, 
two or three major frequency peaks are recognized. The 
highest amplitude is in the alpha frequency range, usually 
peaking at 9 or 10 waves/see. The low and high frequency 
edges of the roughly normal dlstrlbutlon are usually at 
the 8 and 14 wave/see ordinate, respectively. Llnexl~t. 
edly, two fifths of the subjects showed higher amplitude 
peaks over the left side in homologous derivations. A 
secondary peak was sometimes seen in the frequency band 
at around 20 waves/see in each front. The low frequency 
peak was most often observed as the first subharmonic of 
the eundamental frequency. The slow activity of sleep and 
the slow waves of pathological brain function tend to be 
random in frequency. The frequency distributions are 
reproducible under standard conditions of recording. The 
frequency distributions automatically obtained conform 
to, and confirm, measurements made by experienced 
electroencephalographers, in a pair of twins the frequency 
distribution patterns were remarkably similar. Precision 
frequency spectrum measurements are an important 
prelude to effective computer studies of the EEG. 

14. Comparative study of period analysis and frequency 
a~lysb of the e l ~ ~  _logmm. - -  N. Beech and 
M. Fink (Houston, TeL and St. Louis, Mo.). 

in recent reviews of EEG quantification techniques, the 
advantages of period analysis were described. The devel- 
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opment of the logic and program for period analysis, 
using a general purpose digital computer, has made the 
technique readily available and suggests the need for a 
comparison of dat~ analysis by conventional electronic 
harmonic filter analyzer methods and period analysis. 

Electroencephalograms of twenty psychiatric patients 
with a variety of resting records were recorded on magnet- 
ic tape. Analysis of identified portions of record for 60 
see pre-hyperventilation was undertaken, using a Ulett- 
Loeffel analyzer in St. Louis. The same records were 
analyzed using the Butch period analyzer in Houston. 
Additional samples were analyzed using the digital 
computer program for period analysL~. 

The advantages and limitations of both techniques 
will be described. 

IS, Phase indicated organization and interchannel intera¢. 
lion following arousal, - -  C. W. Darrow (Chicago, 
i11.). 

Instrumentation providing simultaneous continuous 
scoring of leading and lagging and in-phase time relation- 
ships between pairs of EEGs from any six electrode 
placements permits observations of interarea time rela. 
tions of EEG activity over the entire head. Sleep, drow- 
siness and disturbed states tend to b~ characterized 
by random lead-lag time relations between adjacent 
areas. 

Increase of apparent systematic organization charac- 
terizes alerting ~r arousal. With or without intervention 
of attenuation or "blocking", there is an increase of 
rhythmic activity in which the more anterior of two 
compared areas leads by a Fraction of a cycle the more 
posterior, and in-phase activity may characterize homo- 
Iogous areas of the two sides. Rapid diphasic interehannel 
interactions follow attention-getting and ideational stim- 
uli. This may be an effect of sp~ifi¢ local modulations 
of the EEG which heterodyne with otherwise identical 
adjacent rhythms to trigger apparent inter-area interaction. 

16.Some clmracterlsties of alpha.prevention, u L, 
Morrell and F. Morcell (Pale Alto, Calif.). 

The present report is based upon fifteen experiments with 
normal yo.ng adults, all of whom presented in their 
resting electroencephalogram a percent time alpha 
exceeding 70%. Under conditions of recurrent photic 
stimulation (habituation procedure), a decline in the 
duration of alpha desynchronization to the signal was 
observed, following a waxing and waning course, As the 
experiment continued, a shift in the background rhythms 
in the direction of slower, smaller amplitude, more random 
activity appeaxed. Against this background, the same 
signal which previously elioited a blocking of the alpha 
rhythm now provoked activity in the alpha range. These 
two configurations of background plus electrographic 
response tended to alternate during the course of a 
prolonged series of signal presentations. Some of the 
morphological features of the provoked alpha rhythm 
will be detailed (latency, duration, resistance to habitua- 
tion, topography, amplitude, frequency). The relation- 

ship between alpha-provocation and reaction time and 
autonomic responses will be considered. 
(Supper tt~! by NASA Grant SC NsG-215-62). 

17. Age differences in EEG response to visual stimulation. 
S. Wilson and W. D. Christ (Topeka, Kan. and 
Durham, N. C.). 

Fifteen young (18-29 years) and fifteen elderly (63-84 
years) male subjects of good health and superior intelli- 
gence were compared with respect to the amount of EEG 
desynchronization produced by visual stimulation. A 
75 W lamp, mounted 24 in from the closed eyes, was 
turned on 3 sec and off9 sec for twenty presentations. The 
magnitude of the EEG response during each 3 sec stimu- 
lus period was measured by subtracting the integrated 
parieto-occipital voltage from the resting control level. 
Adaptation curves were obtained by plotting this measure 
against the twenty stimulus trials. 

In comparison with the young group, the elderly 
subjects showed significantly smaller EEG responses 
(voltage changes). Typical mean adaptation curves were 
obtained which, when plotted semi-logarithmically. 
revealed a linear relationship between EEG response and 
trials. The log curves for the two age groups were parallel; 
i.e., they had the same slope but different y-intercepts 
(young greater than old). This suggested a similar adapta- 
tion rate but a different response magnitude. After a brief 
rest period, an additional twenty stimulus trials produced 
almost complete adaptation in the elderly group, while 
the young subjects continued to show small responses. 
The findings were independent of initial voltage level. 

The results were tentatively interpreted as evidence of 
reduced electrocortical reactivity in old age. The possible 
influence of peripheral visual factors will be discussed, 
along with the implication of these findings for senescent 
changes in mental function. 

18. EgG patternl in sleep of full term and premature new- 
born infants, - -  A. H. Parmelee, Jr., Y. Akiyama, N. 
Monod and J, F1eseber (Los Aqelem, Callf,). 

According to Dreyfus.Brisac, below 32 weeks gestational 
age no differentiations can be made of definable stages of 
sleep by EEG patterns, but at term (40 weeks) several 
sleep states can be identified. The present study was done 
to see if these observations could be confirmed with the 
state of the infant more carefully defined by simultaneous 
polygraphic recording of EEG, respiration, eye move- 
ments, actogram and EKG, along with detailed observa- 
tion of behavior during prolonged periods of recording. 

Recordings were made continuously during a 3 h 
interfecding period (9-12 AM). The following data from 
each 20 sec page were punched on IBM cards: heart rate, 
respiratory rate, respiratory pattern on a 5 point 
scale, number of eye movements, amount of activity 
recorded, observed behavior on a 10 point scale, and 
EEG pattern on an 11 point scale. By means of a 
computer, correlation tables for these variables were made 
for each record of 400-500 codable pages. 

Of a larger number of babies being studied, the records 
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of four babies have been analyzed in this way to date. Two 
babies were born at full term and are part of our control 
group. Their recordings were done on the 2nd and 4th 
day's of life. The other two babies were born prematurely 
at 28 and 29 weeks of gestatioual age, and recordings were 
done at 32 x~cks, 36 weeks and 40 weeks (term) of gesta- 
tional age. This allowed us to follow the maturation of 
their EEG patterns to term and to compare their term 
records with those of the infants born at term. 

in the term infants, t l~_ c~2ted EEG categories corre- 
lated well with observed behavior, and defined at least 
three states with eyes closed and one with eyes open. The 
infant:; born prematurely were like the term infants when 
recorded at 40 weeks gestationul age. Heart rate, respira- 
tory rate, respiratory pattern, eye movements and acto- 
grams also correlated well with the observed behavior and 
EEG code. Combinations of behavior, respiratory patterns, 
eye movements, and heart rate defined additional states of 
sleep that had characteristic EEG patterns. The two infants 
recorded a*. 32 weeks of gestational age did not show 
EEG Patterns that could clearly be related to state as 
observed, though there were some suggestive changes. 
The heart rate, respiratory rate and eye movements 
seemed to be unrelated to EEG patterns, but there was 
some correlation with respiratory patterns. These same 
infants recorded at 36 weeks gestation had at least two 
definable states with eyes closed, and one with eyes open, 
in terms of observed behavior and EEG code. The heart 
rate, respiratory rate and eye movements were also better 
correlated with state at this gestational aga. 

19. P r o p ~ l u  of the I~otomotor response system, - -  R. G. 
BlchfoN Otocl~t,r, Mian.). 

in previous studies, some of the properties of the photo- 
myoclonic response to light stimulation have been delln. 
eated using conventional recording methods. With the 
introduction of averaging technics, the detection of myo- 
8eaic rc~poMes below movement threshold becomes 
feasible. In such ~tudi©s a CAT computer has been em. 
played to investigate the response detectable in normal 
subjects to high intensity light pulse stimulation. This 
has revealed a widespread (face, neck, arms) response 
system which, due to the frequent absence of visible 
movement, can be more appropriately called photometer 
rather than photomyoclonic. Response laten¢ies of 
55 mse¢ in the face, 60 to 80 msec at the inion and 60 to 
65 ~ in the arm have been commonly encountered. 
The latency increases at higher (10/see) driving rates. The 
response is abolished by curare in paralytic doses and 
markedly accentuated by small (20 to 50 roB) doses of 
Metrazoi given intravenously. It is usually increased by 
eye closing. With appropriate stimulus delays (50 msec 
for inion recording) between light and sound, an interest- 
;ng interaction of the photometer and sonomotor systems 
at the final common Pathway can be demonstrated. This 
confirms the myogenic nature of both responses. The 
photometer system is a potential contamination hazard 
in evoked potential observations in the human unless 
special precautions are taken. 
(Supported by USPHS Grant B-3225, NINDB). 

20. Comparism of cerebral and myoomd¢ components of the 
8veral~J  ~ to  souud MJmldatJon in man.  - -  J. E. 
Walker, J. L, Jaculmon and D. T. Cody (Rochester, 
Mhm.). 

Recent studies (Bickford, Fed. Proc., 1963, 22: 678) 
have shown that short latency (6 to 8 msec) responses to 
sound stimulation recorded from the human scalp are 
myogenic in origin. Furthermore, the receptors invclved 
in this "sonomotor" response belong to the vestibular 
rather than the cochlear system. These findings suggested 
a need to investigate the origin and pathways of the well 
known later components of the response to sound stimu- 
lation in the human. Twenty normal subjects have been 
studied employing a wide range of sound (click) intensity 
and with wide scalp electrode coverage (simultaneous 
recordings with ? channel tape system). Response; have 
been averaged with the Mnemotron CAT computer, and 
special muscle tensing maneuvers have been used to 
detect myogenic components. The later components of 
the response to sound stimulation have been found to be 
maximal in the vertex region (latency of negative peak at 
70-80 msec and following positive peak at 120-160 msec) 
and doubtlessly represent the nonspecific sensory system. 
In contrast to behavior of early components of the re- 
sponse, muscle tension produces only minor changes in 
amplitude and wave form. In addition, the late component 
system cannot be driven to the high response rates (over 
100/see) which are characteristic of the sonomotor re. 
sponses. Late components are, however, influenced con- 
siderably by maneuvers designed to shift the subject's 
attention. Further differentiation of the two r~ponse 
components has been achieved using patients with various 
types of audiovestibular lesions. 
(Supported by USPHS Grant B-2056, NINDB). 

21.Evoked cortical potential ¢ollrelates of atlention in 
human mbj~m. ~ J, H. ~tl~dleld and D. Omtum 
(St. Louis, Me.), 

By using a small special purpose digital computer, sensory 
evoked cortical potentials can be measured through the 
intact scalp in human subjects, it was the purpose of this 
study to ascertain whether or not the average evoked 
cortical potential to a shock stimulus at the wrist would 
be different when the subject was attending to the stimulus 
than when he was not attending to the stimulus. 

Method: The active electrode was located over the 
posterior quadrant of the scalp, contralateral to the 
stimulus. The inactive electrode was placed on the tip of 
the nose. Shock stimuli were delivered alternately to the 
right and left wrists at 1 s~ intervals. An avera4p~ evoked 
cortical response to the stimulus to the right wrist and an 
average response to the stimulus to the left wrist was 
built up over the same time interval. In one experimental 
situation the subject was Given some reading to do and 
instructed to ignore both stimuli, in the other experimen. 
tat situation the subject was instructed to attend to and 
count the number of stimuli delivered to one wrist and to 
not attend to the stimulus to the other wrist. Comparison 
was made of the amplitude of the average evoked 
cortical response when the subject was attending to the 
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stimulus and when he was not attending to the stimulus. 
Results: When attending to the stimulus to the right 

wrist, the response to that stimulus was reduced in ampli- 
tude while the response to the left wrist stimulus remained 
unchanged. Similar results were obtained when the subject 
attended to the stimulus to the left wrist; i.e., the respons~ 
to the stimulus to which the subject was attending 0c~ 
wrist stimulus) was reduced while the response to which 
the subject was not attending (right wrist stimulus) was 
unchanged. These findings were statistically significant 
at the 0.05 to 0.01 level in five subjects. 
(Supported by USPHS Grants MH-04808 and M-5806, 
NIMH). 

2~, At~fory evo~!  r e . ¢ ~  d,giug different stages of 
in man. - -  E. D. Weitzman and H. Kremen 

(New York, N. Y.). 

Evoked responses to an auditory click (50-450 db), ob- 
tained during the various stages of natural sleep from 
scalp electrodes in ten normal subjects, were averaged by 
means of a Mnemotron CAT special purpose computer. 
In this study responses were obtained from a bipolar 
vertex.occipital electrode placement. Approximately 25 
evoked responses were obtained per subject per night, 
each response being an average of either 100 or 240 clicks, 
presented at varying intervals from I/see to I every 4 sec, 
Sleep stages were defined, from an all ,ight continuously 
recorded EEG, according to Dement's classification, in 
five subjects simultaneous posterior neck muscle respon. 
ses were averaged. When simultaneous posterior neck 
muscle and scalp recordings were made, an averaged 
evoked response was never obtained from the neck 
muscle electrodes during any of the sleep stages, 

The averaged evoked response obtained from the 
scalp electrodes consisted of a series of negative and 
positive waves with the following peak latency ranges: 
Nt .... 40-70 n~ec, P~ ~ 80=130 J~ec, Ns ~ 140-230 
msec, Pu ~ 250~400 mseG and N~ ..... 650-950 ~qec. The 
sign of the wave is as obtained at the occipital electrode 
with reference to the vertex. The latencies of the early 
waves (NI, Pt, Ne) generally remained constant during all 
stages of sleep, whereas the lateneies of the later compo- 
nents (Ps and N,) significantly increased. The major 
alteration in the evoked response as the EEG changed 
from waking through stages 1 to 4 sleep was a clear and 
consistent augmentation of the later components, Pt and 
Ns. During the rapid-eye.mow~ment stage of sleep the 
amplitude of the evoked response was sinai 1 and approxi- 
mated that obtained during the waking state. 

These findings suggest that the auditory evoked 
responses ob',ained during sleep represent averaged 
"K  complexes", and that they are present in all stages of 
sleep. 

23.Evokd potentials in hemiph~ie patients, - -  W. T. 
Libersen real D. Scott (Hineg, Ill.). 

Evoked responses to a stimulus applied to the median 
nerve were studied with the use of the CAT. The contra- 
lateral central and occipital electrodes were used with the 
ear as a reference electrode. The most constant component 

of the evoked response was represented by a 50 to 60 
msec peak latency negative wave recorded on the contra- 
lateral central region (the "intermediate component" or 
IC wave). In hemiplegic patients, a suppression of this 
response is always followed by a suppression on the same 
side of the late components re!~tcd to the V-potential of 
Pauline Dttvis. 

Two groups of hemiplegies suffering from a recent 
CVA (within 4 months) were differentiated on the basis of 
preservation or suppression of  IC waves. All but one had a 
clinical diagnosis of mid-cerebral artery thrombosis. The 
remaining patient had internal carotid arte~ thrombosis. 

Group i (5 patients), having similar IC waves on the 
involved and normal hemispheres, contained only one 
aphasic (pure motor aphasia); EEG records were normal 
in three patients. Group 2 (6 patients), with IC waves 
suppressed on the involved hemisphere, contained three 
aphasics; four had high amplitude delta loci and only one 
had a normal EEG record. 

Therefore, patients in whom IC waves were the same 
on the normal and involved sides seemed to show a lower 
incidence of  cortical involvement. 

24.Recovery functions of peripheral nerve and somato. 
cortex in man. - -  C~ ¢ ~ 5  and M. 

Schwartz (Iowa City, Iowa). 

Previous studies of human somatosensory cortical re. 
covery function, using paired "conditioning" and "test" 
stimuli, showed that degree of recovery of the primary 
component wa.~ related to psychiatric status, The influence 
of peripheral factors on relevant individual differences 
was left in question. This study was carried out to deter- 
mine the extent to which the recovery function of periph. 
eral nerve influences that of cortex. An additional 
purpose was to obtain a detailed description of early 
recovery in both nerve and cortex. 

Eleven subjects were studied. The median nerve at the 
wrist was stimulated percutaneously. To restrict the nerve 
response to sensory fibers, intensity was adjusted to a 
level just below that required toprodocean EMG response 
from the thenar eminence. Nerve potentials from leads 
at the elbow and cortical responses from bipolar scalp 
leads were recorded simultaneou~ly with two Mnemotron 
averagers. Intervals between "conditioning" and "test" 
stim,li were in,'eased in 1 msee steps from I to 20 msec, 
in 5 msec steps from 20 to 30 msec, then in 10 ~ steps 
to 100 msec. An automatic subtracting device permitted 
the response to the "test" s:imulus to be recorded on a 
separate channel from that to the "conditioning" stimulus. 

Previous findings of early amplitude recovery at 
vortex, usually before 10 hues, were confirmed. This was 
true for several later components as well as for the prima- 
gy. Latency recovery was not synchronous with amplitude 
recovery. Nerve recovery was usually complete by 5 msec, 
and was followed by a period of"supernormality", lasting 
10 roses, and a long.lasting phase of "subnormality". 
Nerve and cortical recovery were not significantly related; 
they appear to be independent functions. 
(Supported by USPHS Grant MY-2635, NIMH, and 
Iowa Mental Health Research Fund). (Full paper in 
Electroenceph. din. Neurophysiol., 1964, 17: 126-135). 
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25. ~ of visually evoked respemes In nonual 
suujem ~ a  ~ wttem. - -  F,. noain, G. 
~ p. Beckett md C. Frohman (DeSalt, 
M~z.). 

The characteristics of visually evoked responses were 
studied by means of a Mnemotron Tugg Recording 
S~stem and a Muemotron Computer of Average Tran- 
sients in two groups of ten normal subjects and two 
groups of ~en schizophrenic patients, in view of consider- 
able individual differences, only the group results will be 
presented. The two groups of normal subjects showed 
very similar response characteristics. With eyes closed 
and bipolar linkages (occipital to pogerior parietal), the 
following lat~ncies were obtained: a positive peak at 
~0 msec, a n~gative peak at 70 mse¢, a positive peak at 
140 nueco and a negative peak at 190 n~ec. The second 
group of normal subjects showed, in addition, a negative 
peak at 3S reset. When the subjects had their eyes open, 
the initial positive peak appeared slightly earlier (40-4~ 
msec); the negative 70 msec peak remained unchanged, 
but the positive 140 msec peak appeared at 120 reset. The 
overall amplitude of the potential was reduced. 

When stimulation was carried out at 3 f/see instead of 
I f / ~ ,  the potential increa~d mmewhat in complexity 
and decreased in amplitude. Mental activity (calculations) 
while the patient was heing flashed at a rate of 3 f/see did 
not lead to appreciable changes in the potential when 
compared with the resting state. 

The first group of ten schizophrenic patients showed a 
r~pon~ mot~ complex ~nd of markedly smaller amplitude 
than the normal ~roups. The second group of schizo. 
phrenic patients showed no difference in the laten¢ies of 
the components when compared with the normal $roups, 
but the overall amplitude or the response wa~ decreased. 
The differences between the~e two groups on biochemical 
measurements of energy metabolism and the relationships 
of the evoked potentials to characteristics of the resting 
i~E~ tra~ing will be discussed. 

26, The gpikeJ.wave pattern aml Itl woductlon by stimulation 
of the retteulm' foramtlon, - -  B. Weir (Montrul, 
C ~ ) .  Award winning paper, Women's Auxiliary 
Prl:e. 

The term "spike.and.wave" stems from the original de. 
s~riptionofa smooth, sinusoidal negative potential, It is 
evident now that this is an oversimplification, A single 
complex has its onset not with the negative "spike" but 
with a much smaller, shorter lastil~ negative potential 
(spike 1) which is preceded and followed by conspicuous 
positive transients which fuse with the downgoing limb of 
tbe wave, creating the illusion of a true dome. At the end 
of this pmitivity the classical spike (spike 2) begins. Spike 
I is highest over temporal cortex and smallest or absent 
frontally. It may be present in only one of two homologous 

Electrical stimulation of the brain-stem was under- 
taken in cats in an attempt to reproduce the pattern of 
human spikes-wave which characterizes petit real. High 

formation can evoke the potential. The region yielding it 

extends from the medulla to intralaminar thalamus and 
has its lowest threshold in the mesencephalic reticular 
formation. The response can be recorded from widespread 
cortical areas and is maximal frontally and mesially. The 
strongest projections are to gyms proreu= ~'~d ~agcrior 
ggrus lateralis. The potential has a short-latency, small 
amplitude negative spike followed by a positive transient. 
A variable spike of longer duration and usually larger 
amplitude then appears, which is followed by the wave. 
Paralyzing the animal does not affect the response. A 
negative shift in the steady potential accompanies the 
spikes-wave. The response to train stimulation of the 
reticular core has a frequency preference in the vicinity 
of 3/see. Concurrent photic stimulation increases the 
amplitude of the response over visual codex. The pathway 
for the response as indicated by lesion experiments is 
structurally diffuse. The motor concomitants of trains of 
stimuli are bilateral eye and facial twitching,with myc~lon- 
ic jerks of the extremities occurring at higher voltages. 
The cat brain is capable of producing 3/see spikes-wave 
di~harges following hemorrhagic lesions in the pontine 
reticular formation. Met razol-induced spikes.wave have all 
the features noted above. Unit studies (done with Drs. D. 
Pollen and P. G. Sie) showed variable changes in the 
response of cortical units to mesencephalic stimulation. 
When influenced, they usually fired with the spike 1 or 2 
phase and not during the wave. The electrical stimulation 
of the reticular core in the chronically implanted cat can 
produce a spikes.wave like response at the same time as 
the animal shows motor changes similar to those o~urring 
in some types of petit mat. 

This work supports the concept of the unity of the 
centrencephalon and the reticular system, it is likely 
that petit mat involves this region as well as the cortex. 
The term spikes-wave is more accurate than spike.and. 
wave in describing the EEG pattern which characterizes 
the petit real seizure, 

2?,Re, evalmtlon of foam and ,,distant" dim~ulIee Md 
clinical sl0ns In the light of 135 l a in  tumor ~ .  
- -  B, K, Bqehl, A, GUveNr and K, A. Keel (Ann 
Arbor, Mich.). 

Out of over 1000 brain tumor EEG records, most of tbem 
studied with our previously published elaborate EEG 
technique, 135 cases with autopsy have been chosen for 
this report. Without post-mort¢~ examination, even tn 
operated cases, there may be inadequate information 
about tumor location, Good agreement existed in only 
45 % of operated and autopsied cases, Partial agreement 
was found in 43 ~ .  In the remainder, tumor was not in 
evidence or localization w u  false at the time of surpry. 
In the group with partial agreement, hemispheric and/or 
deep extension could not be specified in the surgical 
notes. Thus, reports in the literature about correlation 
between EEG localization and tumor site with surgery 
and/o¢ contrast study, but without autopsy, may be 
misleading. 

Information on 100 electroclinical variableswus gather- 
ed~. Comparis~p was made between tumor location and 
wave form and wave topology..~-called "distant" dis- 
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charge~ were re-evaluated. An attempt was made to 
corretate tumor histology with EEG signs. Particular at- 
tention was paid to the types of delta waves (high mono- 
morphic, irregular polymorphio, lower and slower deltas, 
etc.), their incidence, antero-posterior, latero.medial 
distribution, synchronous bilaterality, shift and overall 
unilateral emphasis. 

Attention to precise distribution patterns is important 
for adequate analysis of possible mechanisms of "distant" 
discharges. Deep one-sided posterior quadrant cerebral 
tumors without increased intracranial pressure, but with 
local slow delta signs, may produce synchronous or 
~yncbrono~ "distant" uni- or bifrontal deltas of a 
slightly different type (? through occipito-frontal faseicu- 
lus discharge pathway). The present study also validates 
and enlarges upon the concept that, within the framework 
of certain clinical reservations, deep level nonpunctate 
EEG signs are usually discriminative of noninvolvement 
of an upper convexity area. 

28. Vertigo and EEG. - -  E. Niedermeyer and R. Hinehdiffe 
(Iowa City, Iowa). 

The EEG was recorded in 70 unselected patients who were 
complaining of vertigo. Each patient also received a 
comprehensive neuro-otological examination, which 
included otoscopy, audiometry, vestibular tests and a 
neurologic examination. Psychological studies were also 
performed. Thirty.one patients were in the age range ! I to 
40 years, 29 in the range 41 to 60 years, and ten patients 
were older than 60 years. 

The EEG was abnormal in nineteen cases and normal 
in 51. Classical seizure potentials, such as negative spikes, 
spike.wave complexes and marked sharp activity, were 
not recorded. Generalized slow activity (7 cases) and slow 
a~tivity over the temporal area (8 cases) were the most 
common abnormalities. Unilateral temporal abnormali. 
ties were ~en only over the left side. In three patients 
there was minor sharp activity over the left temporal 
region. In addition, three individuals showed 14 and 
6/see positive spikes. Two of these patients were aged 
14 years, and the third was aged 29 years. 

The most frequently encountered clinical diagnosis 
was "Meni~re's disease". In several of these cases, there 
was some evidence of cerebrovascular insufficiency. An 
attempt was made to distinguish between vertebrobasilar 
artery insufficiency and other vertiginous conditions on 
both clinical and EEG grounds. Other diagnoses included 
craumatie vertigo, toxi-infectious vertigo, state.acoustic 
neuritis, brain tumor and demyelinating disease. EEG 
studies seemed to be helpful in the differential diagnosis 
of vertiginous conditions, differentiating between lesions 
confined to the peripheral vestibular system and those 
involving the central vestibular system (with or without 
labyrinthine involvement). Emphasis is also laid on the 
lack of demonstrable epileptic mechanisms in our cases. 

29.Eleetroeneqltlogrelgde gegneais in acute eerebral 
mr,~xin (em~llae or eesplmtery m 0 .  - -  J. M. Heelm- 
day, E. E lm e ~  F. Pottl, A. Bona~  and R. S. Schwab 
(Berne, Mess.). 

in 1962, we reported that the occurrence of a persistent 

totally fiat EEG in a patient without spontaneous respi- 
ration or reflexes indicated cerebral death. Maintenance of 
restored cardiac function and mechanical respiration 
should not be continued. This report deals with 34 patients 
with histories of cardiac or respiratory arrest who had 
some survival of medullary or mid-brain function, and 
the analysis of the prognosis from the EEG findings. 

From 13,520 IBM processed EEG reports over the 
past 4 years, we recovered 550 reports of coma recordings. 
There were 30 % of these whose coma had cleared at the 
time of the EEG recording. A review of eazh hospital 
record revealed .~ patients who suffered cardiac arrest 
(22), or total respiratory ar~'¢~t (12). The clinical and 
EEG outcome of these 34 cases showed the following: 
(I) recovery to a normal EEG and normal neurological 
state (3 patients), (2) recovery of consciousness with a 
persistent abnormal EEG and obvious gross imellectuai 
and cerebral damage (3 patients), (3) early death, within 
2 weeks, with no significant recovery of brain function 
(23 patients), and (4) late death with only slight brain 
function present (5 patients). 

Total anoxia of over 10 rain duration is a wretched 
and hopeless catastrophe, and serial EEGs with flat or 
nearly flat tracings were seen in the fatal cases. A brief 
(under 5 rain) anoxia was related to EEG records of 
abnormal waves without voltage depression and return to 
normal in a few days. Such fortunate patients recover 
fully in both EEG and clinical state. Flat records that 
slowly improve over weeks are associated with persistent 
and serious brain deficits. The worst prognosis is well 
correlated with slow EEG improvement and persistence 
of severe voltage depression, and all such patients have 
died. Serial EEGs are necessary for establi~ing prognos- 
tic value, which, of course, must be fully integrated with 
the clinical state of each patient. 

30.Fraetionated inlracarotld Metrazol injection: a new 
dlagnmtie method in electroeneeplmloinphy. - -  P. 
Gloor, T. Rasmussen and F. Maroun (Montreal, Que., 
Canada). 

Many complex problems encountered ir~ the eleetroeneeph- 
alographie examinations of patients presenting seizure 
problems, especially when a decision has to be reached 
whether neurosurgical treatment is indicated or not, 
require the application of special techniques that go 
beyond the limit of the routine EEG examination. At the 
Montreal Neurological Institute, the injection of Sodium 
Amytal into the carotid artery has in the past proved 
helpful in analyzing some of these problems, especially 
those representing bilateral and synchronous epileptiform 
discharges, in the course of these investigations, it was 
felt desirable to complement this examination by the use 
of fractionated injections of Metrazol tbrough the carotid 
route. It was hoped that in this way the lateralization of 
the lowest threshold area and the comparison of Metrazol 
thresholds of one hemisphere versus the other would help 
to further elucidate the origin of the patient's seizures. 

Twelve patients have been subjected to this intracaro- 
tid Metrazol test up to the present date. The findings ob- 
tained were in general complementary and confirmatory 
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of those obtained from intracarotid Sodium Amytal 
injections. A very marked difference in the Metrazol 
threshold of the two hemispher,:s is found in cases with a 
unilateral cortical focus, even if it [gives rise to secondary 
diffuse and bilateral disdmrges, whereas in epilepsies of 
cemrencephali¢ origin no such difference in threshold, or 
only minor ones, could be demonstrated. There remain, 
however, intemgdiate cases which present problems that 
are not easily resolved by either one of the two techniques. 
(Full paper in Electroenceph. clin. NeurophysioL, 1964, 
17: 322-327). 

3l.Slagle Meres and lamhtar recording of the hummt 
epilelMiferm spike. - -  M. Raypert and H. J. Waller 
(New York, N. Y.). 

The epileptiform spike occupies a central role in the diag- 
nosis, localization and treatment of focal cortical epilepsy. 
Electrophysiological investigations utilizing laboratory 
models (pharmacologic, chemical, physical) of the corti- 
cal EEG spike have disclosed the development of"mirror" 
spike loci and have shown the electromorpbological 
similarity of "primary" and "secondary" cortical spikes. 
The present investigation was undertaken to achieve a 
detailed intracortical analysis of the archetype, the spike 
of human epileptogenic cortex. Specifically, the aim was 
to delineate the patterns of cortical unit activity in focal 
epUeptogenic cortex, and to analyze the relation of cortical 
unit discharge and intracortical slow wave activity in the 
intracorticogram (ICG) recorded from the micro-electrode 
to the corresponding epileptiform spike at the overlying 
pial surface. 

Single neuron activity and slow potentials have been 
simultaneously recorded with mi~ro-pipettes (I-3 f, tip 
diameter, 2.5 ~4 KCI) from the cortex of patients under. 
going craniotomy under local or general anesthesia for 
treatment of drug.resistant focal seizures, Penetrations 
were made normal to the exposed pial surface in cortex 
~ho~ing maximal epileptiform spike activity by electro. 
corticography, The spontaneously occurring epileptiform 
surface potentials were monitored 1.5 mm from the site of 
penetration. 

Extracellular discharges of more than 65 single neurons 
have been recorded at depths of 50 to 7544 # in over 24 
penetrations in nineteen craniotomies. Comparison 
of the intracortically recorded epileptiform potentials 
with the surface "spikes" revealed two distinctive types 
of intracortical potenttal distribution. In the first type 
p'A"), a prominent initial deep positivity was followed 
by a slow negative wave. Single neurons recorded 
during such a penetration fired during, but not in corre. 
lation with any one component of, the slow potential. The 
second type (°'B") was characterized during penetration 
by the appearance of an initial brief deep negative wave 
replaced at greater depth by initial positivity. Single 
neurons fired during an apparent phase of strong activa. 
lion, represented by the rising front and peak of the early 
deep negative component of the ICG slow potential. 
Discharges from more than 50 % of recorded units had no 
obvious correspondence with the occurrence of surface 
spikes. Bursts of 3-10 unit discharges lasting 10-100 msec 

were recorded, but high frequency discharge of many 
seconds duration of appar~*ntly uninjured units was not 
encountered. 
(Supported by USPHS Grants NB-01725 and NB-02080, 
NINDB).  

32.Perledle latemlized epilelMiferm discharges in EEG: 
electrcqgaphle, ¢lhdcai and patholoffleal eerreintinns. - -  
G. E. Chatrian, C.M. Shaw and H. ~ (Seattle, 
Wash.). 

Periodic lateralized epileptiform discharges (PLED) were 
recorded in 33 subjects. These discharges consisted of 
sharp waves, spikes, multiple spikes or more complex 
bursts repeating periodically or quasi-periodically at rates 
often close to I/see. The discharges were separated by 
intervals of apparent quiescence or by slow waves. 

Twenty-nine out of 33 patients experienced epileptic 
seizures which consisted of epilepsia partialis continua in 
seven cases, of reiterative, sporadic or isolated focal motor 
seizures in eighteen cases and of continuous psychical 
seizures in four cases. Four subjects did not present 
detectable clinical signs of seizure activity. In addition, 
all patients with PLED exhibited other symptoms and 
signs of impaired neurological and mental function, 
especially motor and sensory deficits, visual field defects 
and alterations of symbolic functions. 

The etiology of the lesion or disorder was represented 
by: cerebral infarct(s), thirteen cases; recent extension of 
old infarct or chroni~ focal seizure disorders, seven 
cases; chronic focal seizure disorders, three cases; space. 
occupying lesions (metastases and 81ioblastoma.% eight 
cases; pneumocecwatl meningitis, one case; and post. 
vac~inial encephalomyelitis, one case. There was a high 
incidence amontg these subjects of chronic alcoholism and 
severe systemic metabolic disorders including uremia, 
alterations of fluid and electrolyte balance and of acid- 
base equilibrium. Autopsies were obtained in six out of 
twelve patients who expired. 

An attempt is made to correlate the eleotrographic, 
clinical and pathological findings in this group of patients. 
(Full paper in £1eetroenceph. clln Neurophysiol., 1964, 
17: 177-193). 

33. Central (Rohmdlc) feel In children: an anal~Is of 200 
eases. - -  J. M. B. Smith and P. Kellaway (Honton,  
'rex.). 

Two hundred children with central foci, ages birth through 
16, have been studied. The central focus was the only 
specific electrographic abnormality in all the eases. In all 
but two cases in which there was a slow wave focus, the 
focus was either of spike or sharp wave type. in 29 cases 
the spike foci occurred independently in the right and left 
central regions, and in the other cases the foci were uni- 
lateral. 

Seizures we.'e present in 59 % of patients. The types of 
seizures observed in these patients were generalized tonic 
or tonic clonic in 50~o, focal motor in 29.7 ~o, focal senso- 
ry in 7,6?/0 and generalized seizures with focal features in 
22.9 %. Other neurological findings included spasticity or 
poor coordination in 22.5 %, mental retardation in 31.5 %, 
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behavior disturbance in 11.5 ~ and convulsive equivalent 
symptoms in 20% of cases. 

Central foei were first demonstrated between the 4th 
and 6th year in 40% of cases, but 38% of cases had 
onset of symptoms during the first year of life. Follow-up 
studies showed a tendency for central foei t,~ disappear, 
with persistence for more than 4 years being rate. 

Identification of the etiological factors responsible for 
the production of central foci could not be made in 60.5 % 
of patients, and even in the other 39.5 % the evidence was 
often only suggestive. 

34. Autonomic response during lmmxysmal EEG activity. - -  
L. C. Johnson and R. A. l)avidoff (San Diego, Calif.). 

Simultaneous recordings of EEG, heart rate, galvanic 
skin response (GSR), finger temperature and respiration 
were obtained during bilaterally synchronous paroxysmal 
EEG activity from 54 patients with a history of seizure 
disorder and five non-epileptic "photo-activators'. Photic 
stimulation was used to induce paroxysmal activity in 
six patients and in the five epileptic subjects. The patients 
were categorized as to type of burst - slow wave (SWB), 
atypical spike and wave (ASW), multiple spike (MSB), or 
petit real (PMT) - and whether or not there was an observ- 
able manifestation of the paroxysmal discharge. 

Results obtained from analyzing 191 discharges 
indicate a continuum of autonomic response during 
paroxysmal activity: 

I. No autonomic response was associated with any 
SWB. 

2. Autonomic response was not associated with 
subclinical ASW. 

3. The degree of autonomic involvement during 
clinical ASW discharges depended upon the extent of the 
clinical response; GSR was generally present; heart rate 
change was second in frequency of occurrence. 

4. A GSR and a change in heart rate were present 
during nearly all petit real discharges, but respiration 
and temperature responses were variable. 

5. Total involvement of the autonomic nervous system 
was present during grand mal ~izures. 

The latency of the autonomic response, especially 
CISR, differed significantly for ASW and PMT bursts. 
Regardless of duration of the burst, the GSR response 
occurred within the expected latency of !.5 to 2 see 
following the first spike of the ASW bursts, but for 
PMT, the GSR response occurred several seconds after 
onset or, more frequently, following the cessation of the 
discharge. These observations of the GSR and the 
response latencies of the other autonomic variables 
suggest that awareness of the manifestations of the dis- 
charge may be an important determinant of autonomic 
response. 
(Full paper in Electroenceph. din. Neurophysiol., 1964, 
17: 25-35). 

35. Belmvioml responses to stimulation of haman hippo- 
cmnpos, Idppocampel cyrus and amygdahu - -  R. D. 
Walter, L. Clmpnm, R. Porter, P. Crandall and R. 
Rand (Los Angeles, Calif.). 

During evaluation for temporal lobcctomy, ten patients 
with psychomotor seizures were stim ~-~ted via chronically 
implanted bipolar depth electrod ~ aresholds for evnked 
responses, paroxysmal after-discharges and ~..iical 
seizures appeared to be of significant value in supple- 
menting routine sleep, waking and sphenoidal recordings 
as a means of identifying abnormal sites. A number of 
subseizure behavioral responses observed were the familiar 
components of epileptic auras: epigastric sensation, fear, 
d~jd vu, sensations of odors, falling, taste, hearing music, 
staring a,ld brief unresponsiveness. In one patient, stimu- 
lation which resulted in bilateral hippocaml~l after- 
discharge, but no clinical seizure, temporarily induced a 
state in which memory for the events from 2 rain to 2 
weeks in the past was unavailable. Other aspects of mental 
functioning appeared intact. Stimulation in one or more 
sites resulted in re-experiencing a brief epoch of past 
experience in all but one of these patients. This phenome- 
non followed stimulation of the hippocampus in some 
patients and of the amygdala in others. In one patient, 
stimulation of the amygdala on the apparently normal 
side, not accompanied by paroxysmal discharge, evoked 
the simultaneous recall of several unintegrated memory 
fragments which lacked the dreamlike quality of re- 
experiencing a past event. In contrast, stimulation of 
the amygdala on the abnormal side resulted in a state 
reported to be highly pleasurable. The threshold for self. 
stimulation appeared to be identical with the threshold 
for local paroxysmal discharge. 

Stimulation of the contralateral amygdala resulted in 
a highly ut~?leasant feeling of apprehension, tension, 
guilt, depression and a conviction of impending disaster. 

36.The neurolqic status of children with early infan01e 
autism: an electromeeplalog~phie sm'vey. - -  P. T. 
White, W. DeMyer and M. DeMyer (Indianapolis, 
lad.). 

Early infantile autism is a severe psychotic disturbance 
occurring in young children. The concept of this illness, 
first conceived by Leo Kanner in 1943, has ultimately 
become somewhat better established and more accepted. 
However, there is still uncertainty as to the basic etiology 
of the condition. A study has been undertaken neurologi- 
cally and electroencephalographieally in an eLttempt to 
determine to what extent organic brain disturbances con. 
tribute to the picture of early infantile autism. A total of 
58 children with early childhood schizophrenia or autism 
was studied neurologically and with a aeries of electroen- 
cephalograms. The electroencephalograms were taken in 
a normal waking state when possible. These were supple- 
mented in each instance by records taken during drowsiness 
and sleep induced with intramuscular Sparine. The results 
in this group were compared to the results of a similar 
study in an additional 104 children representing normal 
controls, children with known organic brain damage, 
pseudoneuroti¢ schizophrenics, severe nonpsychoti¢ 
personality disturbances and neurotic children. 

The electroencephalograms were all evaluated without 
knowledge as to the diagnosis of the indivdual child. 
Approximately 55 7o of tile children diagnosed as early 
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infantile autisms showed specific types of EEG abnor- 
malities such as spikes, spike-wave forms, or combina- 
tions of focal and disseminated abnormalities. These 
occurred spontaneously, as well as in relationship to sleep, 
occurring normally or induced by Sparine. In certain 
grou~ of the other disturbed children, there was also a 
high percentage of fairly specific types of indicators of 
organic dysfunction, in the control groups these specific 
indicators were absent or very infrequent. A statistical 
correlation and comparison of the groups indicates that 
there are important organic contributions to the variety 
of emotional disturbances that occur in children and, in 
particular, in relationship to early infantile autism. 
Although firm and distinct neurologic signs are infrequent, 
many of these children also demonstrate minor neurologic 
deviations which tend to support the electroeneephalo. 
graphic findings and provide further evidence for organic 
contributions to these disease entities. 

37. A Mmly of the behavior aml EEG lmtterM of patients 
receiving tranquilizers with and witheut the addition of 
ehloMim~lmxlde. - -  G. A. Ulett, A. F. Hamlet, 
R. Quick, V. !. Word and C. Bowers (St. Leub, Me.). 

A sample of 21 hospitalized, chronic regressed psychotic 
female patients was divided into three groups of seven 
patients each. Each group of seven patients was given one 
of three psychotropic drugs for a period of II weeks. 
During this period on medication, chlordiazepoxide was 
added to the psychotropi¢ agents in each group during 
weeks 6 to 9. Electronically analyzed EEG recordings and 
behavioral observations were made weekly throughout the 
study. 

After a drug free period, the same three groups of 
patients received the same drugs in an identical manner 
for an additional II week control period. During this 
s~cond control period, a pla~tx) was substituted for the 
chlordiazepoxide. 

The hypothesized effects of Librium's ability to 
reverse tranquilizer.induced EEG changes were observed. 
In addition to this, an improvement in behavior was noted 
during the ehlordiazepoxide.tranquilizer period, 

3 &hpg le dm a  ~ the electroeneepbalegram. - -  D. 
Sillv~aaa (Phila~ll~la, Pa.). 

Papilledema, defined as pmsive noninflammatory edema 
of the optic discs from any cause, is an important neuro. 
logic sign that may indicate intracranial disease. This 
study was undertaken to determine what value the EEG 
might provide in the total evaluation of patients with 
papilledema. It was limited to patients with such an 
ocular condition (confirmed by the ophthalmologist) who 
had one or more EEGs and who underwent definitive 
examinations or who were followed for a sufficient time 
to establish a diagnosis with certainty. It was found that 
the EEG varied from normal to diffuse or focal slow. 
Papilledema from local eye disease, from systemic diseases 
such as hypertension, electrolyte imbalance or endocrine 
hypofunction, and from the entity known as pseudo- 
tumor cerebri is associated with a normal EEG or minor 
abnormalities (the rare exceptions will be discussed). 

Likewise, no significant electrical abnormalities were seen 
in cases of chiasmal or posterior fossa arachnoiditis, otitic 
hydrocephalus, one aneurysm (anterior communicating 
artery), one sphenoid ~dge meningioma and several 
intraventricular (especially third and fourth ventricle) and 
posterior fossa tumors. Space-taking, destructive or 
inflammatory lesions of the cerebrum were almost in- 
variably associated with focally slowed EEGs. The clinical 
value and the significance of these observations will be 
discussed. 

39. The electroencephalogram in diffuse encepbalopathies. 
P. Gloor, O. Kainlmy and N. Giard (Montreal, 

Que., Canada). 

Electroencephalograms in diffuse encephalopathies often 
show paroxysmal, bilaterally synchronous slow waves or 
slow spike-and-wave discharges, changes that are often 
considered to be characteristic of projected disturbances 
arising from subeortical grey matter. Others show asyn- 
chronous slow waves. This study was carried out to deter- 
mine whether there exist any corlelations between the 
distribution of the diffuse lesions and the EEG pattern. 
The electroencephalograms of 32 patients suffering from 
various forms of diffuse encephalopathies and who had 
come to autopsy were studied in the light of the patholog- 
ical findings. 

A close correlation was found between the occurrence 
of bilaterally synchronous paroxysmal discharges of a slow 
wave or slow spike.and.wave type and the presence of 
diffuse pathological lesions involving cortical and sub- 
cortical grey matter. Diffuse asynchronous and irregular 
slow waves were characteristic of diffuse involvement of 
the cerebral white matter. Patients with combined involve. 
ment ofwhite and grey matter, the latter at both cortical 
and subeortical levels, showed a combination of both 
these EEG patterns. In diffuse cortical grey matter disease 
without involvement of white matter or superficial grey 
matter, there was some tendency to paroxysmal syochro. 
niT~tion. However, this was often confined only to one 
hemisphere, and sustained, diffuse bilateral paroxysmal 
synchrony was exceptional, 

These flnding~ suggest that the most favorable condi- 
tions for the genesis of diffuse, bilateral paroxysmal 
synchronous abnormalities are given by the pr~:_~ence of 
diffuse pathological lesions involving cortical and sub- 
cortical grey matter, whereas asynchronous delta activity 
is most characteristic of pathological processes involving 
cerebral white matter. 

40.Critical evaluation of rheoeneephulogrmn (REG) in 
"normal eontrois '~ and eerebro~mcuhu' disease. - -  C. 
Perez-BorJa and J. S. Meyer (Detroit, Mich.). 

With techniques available commercially, REGs were 
made on nineteen control subjects and 28 with proven 
cerebrovascular disease. After analysis of these data, it 
did not appear that the RE(} is a technique which provides 
reliable or consistent clinical information of use in the 
diagnosis of cerebrovasodar disease. It seems evident 
that a significant proportion of the pulse wave is derived 
from extracranial blood flow. Despite the ease of its 
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application and its harmlessness, more basic information 
is required which may define the complex factors in- 
fluencing the REG wave recorded from the intact scalp. 
Only then its clinical usefulness may become apparent. 
At the present time, the REG record is of no obvious 
diagnostic value and may actually be misleading in the 
attempt to diagnose the location of cerebral vascular 
disease." 

41.Sulmcute spongiform encephalopathy: ¢~mment on .the 
ligegature ~nd ea.~e rcporL - -  ,I. G. Small, V. R. Blebeh 
and R. M. Woolsey (St. Louis, Me.). 

Prominent EEG abnormalities are associated with a 
clinically distinct variety of subacute degeneration of the 
brain. The characteristic manifestations of this disorder 
include presenile mental deterioration, hypokinesia, 
mutism, myoclonic seizures and visual failure. Some 
authors classify such cases in the Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
group, whereas Heidenhain, Nevin and others consider 
this syndrome to be a specific disease entity, separable 
from other degenerations of the central nervous system. 
The clinical, EEG and neuropathological findings in the 
case of subacute spongiform encephalopathy to be 
presented lend support to the latter view. 

The 6 month clinical course of this 54 year old female 
progressed from an acute mental disorder of a depressive 
type to apathy and profound dementia. Generalized 
muscular rigidity, tremors and myoclonic jerking ensued 
with rapid decline to a state of akineti¢ mutism and 
cachexia with myoclonic and generalized convulsions. 
Serial EEG studies demonstrated an absence of normal 
rhythms with regularly recurring diffuse, bisynchronous 
paroxysms of high voltage diphasic and triphasic slow 
waves and single and multiple spikes. In the terminal stage 
there was very frequent periodic spiking separated by 
intervals of isoelectric background potential. 

Post-mortem examination revealed a(rophy of the 
cerebral cortex. Microscopically, acut© pyknotic degener- 
ation of neurons, most severe in the occipital cortex, was 
associated with marl~.'d astrocytic proliferation, occasion- 
al lipid phagocytosis and status spongiosus. Thalamus, 
basal gangli¢ and the granular layer of the cerebellum 
showed similar degeneration. 

The EEG and pRthological material will be presented. 
The EEG in this disorder will be compared with electroen- 
cephalographic findings in other types of presenile demen- 
tia. 

42. The significance of unUateral bursts of activity ht the 
aipha range. - -  R. Jaffe and A. H. Weiss (New York, 
N.Y.). 

Unilateral bursts of activity in the alpha range are a 
rarely encountered but readily distinguishable pattern. 
The pattern consists of fairly regular sinusoidal activity, 
usually of 60 to 90 ~V, in the frequency range of 7-12 
c/see. It appears consistently in unilateral bursts, often of 
increased voltage, and with a dmation of 0.5-4.0 sec. This 
pattern is definitely paroxysmal, and is not to be confused 
with the consistently slow alpha of enhanced or reduced 
voltage, which is often seen ill temporal leads on the side 

of a focal brain lesion. The activity is, at times, accentuat- 
ed during slight drowsiness and hyperventilation. 

Twenty.eight cases showing this finding are described, 
in twelve of whom it is the only electrical abnormality seen 
at some point in the clinical course. The other patients 
showed additional, variably severe EEG abnormalities. 
Seventy-five per cent of the patients showed clinical or 
radiographic evidence of bilateral or midline lesions, or 
diffuse cerebral dysfunction, in most of these instances, the 
EEG abnormality was seen on the left side. The remaining 
25 % of the patients had focal pathology. In these cases, 
the burst abnormality was recorded on the side of the 
lesion. 

It is concluded that this electrical abnormality is a 
reliable indication of the presence of orl~nic brain disease 
or dysfunction, but is not of specific significance in terms 
of localization or etiology. 

43.Intmvmons lmidlli~indueed convulsions: a case 
report.-- W. L. Smith and R. S. Dow (Portland, Ore.). 

A 66 year old male with subacute bacterial endocarditis 
developed progressively severe focal seizures and then 
grand real convulsions while receiving large doses of 
intravenous penicillin. The seizures progressed in spite of 
a vigorous anticonvalsant regimen. However, when the 
penicillin w~s discontinued, all seizure activity ceased 
within 6 h. 

Serial electroencephalograms correlated well with the 
patient's clinical course and late,, when the penicillin was 
restarted at a lower dosage schedule, the electroencepha- 
logram became more abnormal, although no clinical 
seizures were observed. Serial blood and cerebral spinal 
fluid penicillin levels were also determined. 

The authors reviewed the patients with subacut¢ bac. 
terial endocarditis or with meningitis who received peni- 
cillin therapy at the Good Samaritan Hospital, Portland. 
Oregon, during the period of 1942 to 1962. The literature 
regarding direct al~plication of penicillin to the cerebral 
cortex in man and animals is discussed, and the experimen- 
tal data regarding blood and cerebral spinal fluid poni. 
cillin levels are reviewed. The possible implications of our 
clinical observations regarding the pathogenesis of some 
convulsive ~oizures as related to the blood.brain barrier 
are discussed. 

44.14 and 6/see positive spikes in twins and triplets. - -  
R. J. EHingson, H. RMsekh and A. !. FIninyson 
¢Omaha, Neb. and Council Bluffs, Iowa). 

Almost identical patterns of 14 and 6/see positive spikes 
have been observed in two sets of twins and one set of 
triplets within the last 2 years. The first instance was in 
monozygotic 18 year old male twins, one of whom was 
referred because of episodes of dizziness following an 
athletic accident. The other twin was asymptomatic but 
showed th~ same EEG pattern. The second instance was 
in very unlike fraternal twins, age 6, who had been studied 
from birth in connection with a longitudinal study of 
EEG development. The male twin is small and displays 
chondrodysplasia of the long bones. The female twin is of 
normal stature and is asymptomatic. The third instance 
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was in monozygotic triplets, age 16, one of whom was 
referred because of headaches, blackouts and abdominal 
pains. The other two displayed no such symptoms, but all 
three are mildly retarded. EEGs of the mother, who is 
epileptic, and other members of the family have also been 
recorded. The significance of these data for the question 
of etiology of 14 and 6/see positive spikes will be dis- 
cuss~. 

4 ~ ~ I ~ Y  ia neonatal seizure states. - -  
C. 1'. Lombreso and A. Rose (Boston, Mass.). 

The nurpose of this study was to inquire into the prognos- 
tic value of the icetroencephalogram in neonatal con- 
vulsions. Newborn infants who develop seizures tend to 
fall into two groups: (I) a majority whose convulsions 
cease after days or weeks and whose development pro- 
ceeds normally, and (2) a minority who either die early or 
survive with severe neurological deficits. Examinations 
and tests are often unhelpful in predicting early to which 
group a given infant will belong. 

We were able to demonstrate that the morphological 
features of early electroencephalograms correlated well 
with the clinical outcome. We studied 75 infants with 
convulsions in the neonstal period and followed them for 
2-3 years on the average. Serial electroencephalograms 
were obtained and classified as: (1) normal, (2) unifocal 
(with normal background patterns), (3) multifocal, 
(4) hypsarhythmic, and (5) fiat. Borderline tracings were 
classified as normal. Thirty.three of the initial electroen. 
cephalo~rams were normal. Hypocalcemia and hypogly. 
cemia were prt~e,~t in 30% of the cases in this group, 
Twenty.eight of these patients did quite well, The most 
frequent abnormality in the electroencephalogram was 
lo~lized diphasic blunt spikes. In twelve out of 24 cas¢~ 
they were situated in the right rolandic area, In nine there 
was definite hypocalcemia, In the great majority, these 
patients also did quite well, The multifocal group, although 
only eleven cases, appeared to show in contrast severe 
prognostic clues; all in this group either died early or had 
gross deficits on follow.up, Two developed classic hyps. 
arhythrni~ electroencephalograms, A relatively large 
groap of neonatal electroencephalograms could be 
classified as hypsarhythmic, It is important to realize t~at 
such hypsarhythmic features may appear only in sleep and 
are not necessarily correlated clinically with infantile 
spasms. Most of these early cases of hypsarhythmia in 
sleep progres:sed to a fully developed picture of hypsa. 
rhythmia in waking, in some, however, it was a transient 
phenomenon, still constituting a grave prognosti~ sign. 
Similarly, poor prognosis is offered by a"fiat" eleetroen. 
cephalogram of which we had four. 

In summary, relating the clinical omcome to the 
initial and early electroencephalogram, it appears that in 
the 70% of the patients who were doing well, the initial 
e l e c t ~ h a l o w a m  was either normal or unifocal with 
normal background, in contrast, in the 30 % of the infants 
who died or survived with severe deficits, the initial 
ele~,xoencephalowam was either multifocal, hypsarhyth- 
mic or flat. We realize that longer follow.up will be 
necessary to recognize minor neurological defects and to 
ru~ out the possibility of t'e~trrent convulsions later. 

46. Variation in the form and location of transient sharp 
waves in a focal type of ~metle epilepsy.-- P. F. Bray 
(Salt i~ke City, Utah). 

A longitudinal study has been carrie:l out in ten families in 
whom the index case presented with a focal type c f  epi- 
lepsy. The EEG abnormality in all index cases was 
cbaracterized by frequent, transient sharp wave discharges 
which appeared unilaterally or independently bilaterally. 
The sharp waves appeared with maximal amplitude in the 
temporal.central-midline area. It seems likely that these 
cases are the same as those with the common ~dtemporal 
spike foci associated with focal clinical seizures described 
by Gibbs. Fifty.two siblings and nineteen parents of the 
ten index cases have been studied repeatedly. Nine of the 
52 siblings and three of the nineteen parents showed very 
similar focal ~arp  wave abnormalities. 

The familial occurrence of similar EEG abnormalities 
in these close relatives, as well as the lack of other positive 
diagnostic data, strongly suggests a genetic etiology. This 
report is designed to show the variation in both the pattern 
and location of the transient sharp wave discharges (I) 
between affected members of different families, (2) be- 
tween affected members of the same family and t3) be- 
tween recordings obtained at different times on the same 
affected individual. 

These observations appear significant because (1) the 
variability in the electrical recordings from the scalp re- 
emphasizes the need for caution in the interpretation of 
the origin of focal sharp wave discharges in an isolated 
recording, and (2) the variability in the location, including 
the sidedness and the area of maximal amplitude, raises a 
question about the origin of the discharges, Despite 
the usua! interpretation that discharges of this type are 
cortical in origin, the composite findings here suuest  that 
the d i~har l~  may have a subcortieal or midline origin. 

4% Studies on the K complex and epilepflfom activity from 
the mesial comx of unNesthetited, comclou monkeys. 
m J, R. Hqhcm and J. A. Mlummwmkl (Buffalo, 
N.Y.). 

This paper features the K complex and also epileptiform 
activity elicited by intensive electrical stimulation of the 
mcsial surface of twelve unanesthetized monkeys with 
chronically implanted electrode arrays. The K complex 
has been mapped and three prominent loci have appeat,.d 
on the anterior, mid- and posterior clngular gyrus. Mapping 
of the K complex on the lateral surface, where the ampli. 
tude was generally lower, also showed three loci on the 
frontal, central and occipital areas. The lowest frequency 
of repetitive ictal activity on the mesial surface was seen on 
the occipital area where frequencies of 3-81sce were noted. 
The highest frequency was seen on the postcentral mesial 
region where 13-24/scc activity was noted. The frequency 
of the discharge did not appear to be related to the thresh- 
old of epileptiform activity, but varied only with th, 
position or locus of the discharge on the mesial surface. 
The lowest threshold of electrographic seizure activity was 
on the occipital area, and the next lowest was found on the 
postcentral mesial region. The effect of repeated electro- 
graphic seizures was to produce an increasing amount of 
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desynchronization in the epileptiform activity. Large 
amplitude spontaneous discharges were similar in ampli- 
tude within a distance of 7-9 mm from the focus. This 
region was considered to contain the eells directly partici- 
pating in the discharge. Ictal activity, at times, spread 
slowly across the mesial surface at the average rate of 
20-25 mm/min. This rate of spread may be similar to the 
rates of spread in the march of Jacksonian epilepsy. 
Seizure discharges elicited on the superior frontal region 
may be transmitted to the superior parieto-occipital 
region. Discharges elicited on the cingular gyrus may be 
transmitted to the inferior parieto-oooipital area. Clinical 
seizures did not accompany electrographic seizure activity 
from the mesial poles. Ictal head and eye movements 
appeared with discharges on the midsuperior frontal 
D'rus and on the parieto-oceipital region. Generalized 
seizures were elicited from intensive stimulation of the 
pre- and postcentral mesial regions. Licking and chewing 
movements, in addition to ipsilateral tonio-clonic move- 
ments, were occasionally associated with seizure activity 
on the cingular gyrus. 
(Full paper in Electroenceph. clin. Neurophysiol., 1964, 
16: 561-574). 

48. Eleetrographie and anatomleal studies of methlonlne 
sulfoximine-induced behavioral and convulsive changes 
in the cat. - -  M, L, Prolor (Houston, Tex.), 

Methionine sulfoximine, the toxic principle of the agenized 
protein diet, produces in the cat a complex syndrome 
consisting of: (I) sniffing movements accompanied by 
profuse salivation and impaired consciousness, (2) episodic 
head.turning, sniffing and crouching strongly suggesting 
apprehension and fear, (3) running fits, at the onset of 
which the animal may appear fearful, and (4) generalized 
tonic.clonic convulsions. 

Bilateral temporal lobe removal, including the hippo. 
campi, did not observably change the character of sul- 
foximine-indu~ed behavioral attacks and seizures. Bilat- 
eral removal of cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and hippo- 
campi significantly altered the syndrome in that the 
behavioral episodes were more automatic in quality, and 
the generalized seizures consisted solely of the tonic phase, 
with absence of the ¢lonic phase, 

Eleetrographic studies of sulfoximine-intoxicated ani- 
mals revealed the following phenomena: 

I. Twitching movements of the face were a ~ m p a .  
nied by bilaterally synchronous hippocampal spikes, with 
radiation to frontal and temporal regions. Paroxysms of 
staring and sniffing were accompanied by 10-12 c/see 
rhythmic hippoc, ampal discharges, with no apparent 
change in cortical electrical activity. 

2. Crouching and head.turning episodes were accom- 
panied by desynchronization of the electrogram, with low 
voltage fast activity noted in all regions. 

3. Cerebral activity during running fits was largely 
ob~,,~red by movement artifact, but sufficient evidence was 
obtair~¢.~ to demonstrate the absence of paroxysmal neu- 
ronal discharge during all phases of the episode. 

4. Electrographic concomitants of generalized sei- 
zures were not different from those observed in other 
types of experimental epilepsy. 

49.Reintioa between testing EEG (basdine activity) and 
Pentoflml..a,~ivated EEG.--T. Itii (St. Louis, Me. 
E r h m g e n - N ~ ,  Germany). 

Some investigators suggest that Pentothal-induced changes 
in the EEG are related to baseline activity (resting EEG), 
while others disagree. To resolve this question we approach- 
ed the problem in two ways: (1) Pentothal-indu~-~! 
changes in various resting EEG patterns of normals and 
patients with, organic brain disease were studied, and (2) in 
resting EEG records, artificially altered by oral administra- 
tion of tranquilizers, i.v. Pentothai-induced changes were 
studied. A dosage of 4 mg/kg and injection rate of 0.5 nag/ 
kg/l 5 sec were used. 

Both investigations have shown that: 
1. Intravenous Pentothal changed the resting EEG in 

a typical manner, dependent on dosage, injection rate and 
body weight. 

2. Pentothal-induc~ changes in EEG are dependent 
on the kind, frequency, amplitude, synchronization and 
rhythmicity of the activity in the resting EEG as these may 
be modified by tranquilizers. This relation is observed at 
threshold (low) dosages, while at high doses this relation- 
ship is obscured. 

50.Reciproenl innervation in Parkinsonism: an elecffo- 
myowaphle study. - -  J. B. Green (Philadelphia, Pa.). 

Bipolar surface electrodes were used to record biceps and 
triceps activity during active and passive movement in 
both normal and Parkinsonian patients. 

A frequent finding in the Parkinsonian group was 
simultaneous activation of agonist and antagon'~st. 
Biceps and triceps were contracted as one muscle. There 
was no significant latency between contractions of the 
"stretched" and "shortened" muscles, A similar synchro- 
nous pattern was found in normal subjects at the extreme 
ranges of the elbow joint. 

These findings suggested that receptors in and about 
the joint triggered a central innervation of the biceps and 
triceps. Accordingly, the elbow joint was injected with 
procaine in a number of Parkinsonian patients. A definite 
decrease in rigidity was noted. 

It is concluded that explanations of rigidity based 
upon the activation of muscle spindles do not explain 
identical changes in stretched and shortened muscles. 
Evidence is presented to indicate the role of joint recep- 
tors in the maintenance of rigidity in Parkinsonism. 

51.Emoflmml belmvlor as related to minor tremor, - -  K. 
Inmmp (Kurume, Japan). 

An invisible fine vibration is recordable from the surface 
of the' human body. This phenomenon was called micro- 
vibration by Rohracher and minor tremor by the author. 
The gent'.is of minor tremor is not yet clear, but it is 
considereo to he a synthesized product of muscle tone and 
vibrations due to the heart beat. 

As the vibration shows complex wave forms, fre- 
quency analysis was performed by a wave analyser, the 
frequency distribmion of minor tremor, recorded from the 
thenar eminence of the subject lying on a bed, was found 
to have a close correlation to the psyehophysiological 
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state of the subject. For example, the amount of8-13 c/see 
waves was high in a quiet state, while with mental tension 
or excitement the amount of 8-13 c/see waves decreased 
and the 13-20 c/set and 4-8 c/see amount increased. The 
frequency distribution of minor tremor in various psy- 
chiatric conditions will be demonstrated, showing that it 
may be a good indicator of emotional state. 

Next, observations on the photically driven minor 
tremor will be reported. It was recorded by a pickup 
placed on the eyelid. Frequen~ analysis of the minor 
tremor driven by intermittent stimulation at seven frequen- 
cies (6.$, 7 .5 . . .  12.5 f/see) for 10 see each was performed 
by an analyser with frequency bends of I c/seG between 
6 and 13 c/set. The relationship between the minor tremor 
response and emotional states was also ,'~stablished. 

52, ~ ~ i e  almermallty in nepturetie syn- 
dmme. - -  C. 1'. Lembreso, P. Lerman and M. Ellan 
(Baton, M-~) .  

Convulsive disorders may be a complication during the 
course of a nephrotic syndrome. Serial EEGs were ob- 
tained in nephrotic children, aEes 2-16 years, prior to the 
onset of ACTH therapy, following onset of diuresis, and 
in complete remission. Diminution or absence of normal 
resting rhythms and the appearance of usually monopba- 
sic delta rhythms, often with paroxysmal features, occurred 
during active disease. At times these changes were exagger- 
ated at the onset of ACTH. There was often a dramatic 
reversal to normal patterns at the inactive stage. 

Correlations with the clinical and chemical status of 
the0e patients will be discussed, also in relation to brain 
fluid compartments. 

S3.Cefel~! dI~ltytltmim induced by readla8: s, bellalml 
readlag el~lel~. - -  L, OettlnMr, Jr., !. G. Gill and H. 
Nelt~_i~ti (LOs A ~ I ~ ,  Calif.), 

Reading epilepsy and other visual forms of epilepsy have 
been of recent interest. This study deals with cerebral 
dysrhythmia induced by reading in children with severe 
reading disorders. A control group of normal readers is 
included. Fifty children with reading disorders will con- 
stitute the study group, while there will be ten 
patients in the control group. All patients will have stand. 
ard electroencephalograms consisting of unactiyated 
recording, hyperventilation and photic stimulation. Each 
child will then be allowed to look at pictures without 
readin$ for a control period of 3 to 5 rain, and he will 
then read appropriate material for his a ~  and reading 
placement for approximately I h. 

In 28 cases already studied abnormalities have been 
induced in eight patients, one of whom had an autonomic 
seizure. Correlative material will include intelligence, 
reading level, dominance, age and sex. This is not an 
epidemoiogical survey, but one dealing only with children 
statistically retarded in reading. 

• s. s~mdmme e f m ~  petit m~ hi the ~ult. - -  ~. E. Sbev 
~ ~ ' m ~ e e ,  ~ . ) .  

The rarity of status petit mat in the adult is emphasized by 
the occurrence of only two s~h  cases in !,700 personally 

observed epileptic patient~. To further emphasize the 
rarity of the occurrence of status petit mal, a review of the 
literature from 1936 to date revealed a total of only seven 
such cases, in addition, a review of 12,000 EEGs in four 
different laboratories revealed only one other such case. 

The syndrome apparently has four basic components: 
a history of childhood Brand real or petit real seizures; a 
relatively long period of intellectual dullness and odd 
behavior, resembling schizophrenia, preceding the onset 
of the attacks; intellectual deterioration suggesting some 
insidious degenerative disease process; and intermittent 
periods in which the patient is entirely free of any of the 
above listed symptomatology. 

The diagnosis of the syndrome is dependent upon (1) 
suspecting status petit mat might exist, rather than an 
emotional disturbance, and (2) obtaining an electroen. 
cephaloBram during the active period when all the symp- 
toms are preset~t. Status ~,etit mal will reveal typical 
spike-and-wave activity of 3 c/see. 

Two case histories will be discussed in detail, illus- 
trating all points of the syndrome, and the current liter- 
ature will be reviewed. 

SS. Some personality correlates of unilateral and bilateral 
temporal lobe EEG almernmlities in psydmmoter 
epileptics before and after unilateral tempmd Iobee. 
tomy, - -  M, J. Meier and L. A, French (Mlmeapolis, 
Minn.). 

Do psychomotor epileptics with bitemporai lobe EEG 
abnormalities exhibit greater indications of personality 
disturbance on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (M MPi) than do those with unilateral temporal 
lobe abnormalities? Fifty.three psychomotor seizure 
patients with unilateral or bilateral temporal lobe epilep- 
togenic fc~i and abnormalities, established by at least two 
EEGs preoperatively and confirmed eleetroeorticograpb. 
ically at operation for temporal Iobeetomy, served as 
subjects. MMPI clinical scale ~ores end an Index of 
Psychopathology (Ip) based on the MMPI were obtained 
both pre. and postoperatively. EEG chu~iflcations 
yielded three independent variables: (1) predominantly 
left temporal abnormality ~ predominantly right abnor- 
mality, (2) bilateral abnormality ~ unilateral abnormali. 
ty, and (3) independent spike fcci - -  bitemporal abner- 
malities with only a single spike focus. 

Statistical analyses of MMPI measures by EEG classi- 
fication were done utilizing the t-test for uncoreelated 
means. Preoperatively, the bilaterals exhibited more 
pathological scores on lp and the Depression, Paranoia, 
Schizophrenia and Caudality stale ~ores. Amen8 the 
bitemporals, the independent bitemporal spike loci ~mup 
particularly showed more psychopathological elevatic, ns. 
Retested on the M MPI 6 months to ! year postoperatively, 
the bilateral group means were reduced in the less patho- 
logical direction when considered in comparison to the 
unilateral and nonoperated control groups. 

Thus, scbizoadaptive behavior characteristics, as 
measured by the MMPi, were more prevalent preopera- 
tively and more susceptible to improvement postoperative- 
ly among psychomotor epileptics with bilateral than with 
unilateral EEG abnormalities. 
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$6.An inqu~ iato MI~EPI eorrelatu of the 14 aad 6/see 
peedlive qptke phenemea~ - -  IL S. Eagelhan aad J. R. 
Kmtt (lewa City, lewa). 

Utilizing 111 psychiatric patients on whom complete EEG 
data and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
data were available, an attempt was made to discover 
whether any differences in MMPI patterns existed between 
cases with (N = 38) and cases with.out (normal EEG, 
N = 46; other EEG abnormalities, N = 27) 14 and 6/see 
positive spike activity. Three major validity scores and the 
ten usual clinical scores from the MMPi were used, and 
t-tests were run between the three EEG groups. No 
meaningful differences in MMPI scores were found. 

The subjects were then divided into those judged, on 
clinical grounds, to be "aggressive" or not, and who exhib- 
ited 14 and 6/see positive spikes or not. The thirteen 
MMP! variables were again subjected to t.tests between 
these regrouped subjects. No meaningful ~MPI  differ- 
ences related to EEG categorization were found, although 
M MPI differences between "agip'essive" and"non.aggress- 
ive" patients were demonstrated. 

Another group of patients (N = 33), all with 14 and 
6/see positive spikes, was col~ipared with the three 
previously studied groups with respect to the thirteen 
MMPI variables. No meaningful differences were found: 
in fact, the greatest differences were those found when 
the new and the earlier "14 and 6" groups were com. 
pared. 

Claims for explicit personality characteristics of 
patients with 14 and 6/see positive spikes seemingly must 
continue to rest on impressionistic grounds. 

5 7 . , , F ~ e  age" versus eoucel~tu~ ~ of 
Wemature and fulktcm infatds. - -  R. Engel and B, V. 

(Por t ia . ,  Ore.). 

Of 1,000 newborn infants tested, 175 were considered 
premature according to our best obstetrical and pediatric 
judgment. In our series, 74°5 ~ responded well to photic 
stimulation so that latency measurements of the evoked 
response in the occipital area could be made on inspection. 
An electrical response remained undetected in the back- 
ground activity in 9.7 % of all hffants in the presence of a 
definite reaction to light by blinking or jerking. The 
response latency after a single flash was measured from 
the first deviation from the baseline caused by the super- 
imposed signal to the first deviation caused by the response 
sequence. 

The latency measurements are inversely proportional 
to the maturatiohal state of the newborn. Full.term in- 
fants, 40 weeks of conceptual age at the time of testing, 
have a mean latency of 153 +27 msec; premature babies, 
200 msec and longer; postmature babies, sometimes 100 
msec and less. Marked individual differences, independ. 
ent of the great variations in birthweight, were noted in 
latency measurements, but tI~e overall picture siJowed a 
progressive shortening of response latency between 29 and 
46 weeks of conceptual age. 

The "electroencephalographic age" at birth, according 
to pattern and response latency after photic stimulation, 
represents an independent measuring tool of the matura. 
tional stage at birth. 
(Supported by USPHS Grants NB-2370 and NB-3166, 
NINDB). 

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

~ig.Slow waves and neuronal activity. - .  C. AJmene 
Mamm (B~lh~la, Md.). 

The flndinp obtained with intra- or ex~racellular and 
simultaneous gross electrode recording, ,~hich might have 
some be.aging on the relationship between unit behavior 
and spontaneous or induced EEG patterns("slow waves"), 
arc analyzed. 

The various reports on the subject are somewhat 
contradictory. Yet, in most instances in which the two 
phenomena are seemingly independent, critical evaluation 
would indicate that such "negative" findings ceamot be 
taken as evidence that the phenomena are truly unrelated; 
rather they could be rationally accounted for by one of the 
following factors: (a) neuronal injury (unphysiologieal 
firing duo to unrecognized, mild neuronal damage); (b) 
topographical factors (the neuron under study is not 
within the ill-definable area from where the slow wave 
appears to originate); (¢) functional factors (the elements 
within a given area do not all behave in a grossly indis- 
criminate fashion); (d) simply quantitative factors and/or 
~ i z o d  technical limitations which might result in 
an apparent "absence" of spikes with preservation of slow 
waves. 

Evidence for positive relationship between the two 

events is abundantly available and only Its degree varies 
depending on how clearly definable i~ the physiognomy 
of the slow phenomena. Such relationship increases 
progrulively from mpontaneous, irregular low voltage ac. 
tivity through orpnized spindle formations to evoked pc. 
tentlab, and is maximal for paroxysmal isolated transientm. 

It should thus be possible to state that slow waves and 
unitary activity are indeed clo~ly related; furthermore, 
since the functional significance of action potentials is 
well established, we could now accept with greater confl. 
dencc the concept of the former being an expression of 
(cerebral) neuronal activity; other, and particularly 
intracellular data would suggest tlmt the slow waves 
actually reflect changes in the activity of the neuronal 
population. 

The same flndinp also provide some information 
about one aspect of the intrinsic nature of the slow waves, 
themselves. Assuming that these (b~ they spontaneous or 
evoked) age the expression of compositc "synchronized" 
activities of a number of elements, the actual type of such 
elementary activities remains to be er, ablished. Among 
these, unitary spikes are the most easily (and, in extra- 
cellular tracing, exclusively) assessable. The temporal 
relationship between spikes and slow waves is highly 
suggestive but seldom absolute and because of the individ. 
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ual b6ef duration cf  the former, a very critical degree of 
synchronization and a number of other assumptions would 
be ~ r y  if they were sokly or primarily responsible 
t~,r occurrence and form of the retarded slow potential. 
Looking, for alternative interpretations, at the other cellu- 
lar events, the available data support the original hypoth- 

esis of Eccles (1951) and suggest that the slower, graded 
phedomena represented by the two main types of synaptic 
potentials have a closer similarity and temporal relation- 
ship with the slow waves and that their synchronized 
occurrence is the most likely functional substrata for the 
latter. 

SYMPOSIUM 

W H A T  D O  B R A I N  WAVES T E L L  T H E  B R A I N ?  

Chairman: D. P. PURPURA (New York, N.Y.)  

Sg.latrKtqlabx aetivltlm of thalmnle and cortical neurons 
and eveked itotmtlab. - -  D. P. Putlmra (New York, 
N, Y.). 

Intraeellular recordings from thalami¢ and cortical neu- 
runs during medial (CM) and lateral (VL) th~lamic stimu- 
lation in enc~phale tsol~ cats has provided information on 
three problems relevant to the analysis of brain waves: (I) 
the role of postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in the produc- 
tion of di|.verent components of evoked activities, (2) the 
manner in which different types of inputs to cortical 
neurons are refitted in different patterns of PSPs, and (3) 
the contributions of EPSP-lPSP sequences in thalami¢ 
neurons to the mechanism of EEG synchronization and 
desyn~hroni,ation. 

1. Injection of hyperpolarizin8 current pulses through 
recordin8 electrodes in neurons in motor cortex has per- 
mitted dis~.~iation of spikes and their sequelae from mere. 
brahe potential chang  evoked by VL or CM stimulation. 
Synaptic depolarizations obmerved durin8 ausmentin8 or 
recruitin8 responses were enhanced, whereas evoked 
hyperpolarizinB potentials were inverted to depolarlzlnB 
potentials during indutx, d membrane hyperpolarization, 
These results are similar to those expeoted followinB 
changes in restin$ membrane potential relative to the 
equilibrium potentials for ionic movements generating 
EPSPs and iPSI~, respectively, Complex temporal 
~quences of EPSPs and lPSPs have been recorded during 
different components of cortical surface augmenting and 
recruiting responses. The data establish that PSPs are 
responsible for the major transmembrane potential 
changes involved in the production of evoked cortical 
potentials. 

2, Analysis of the time course and magnitude of PSPs 
evoked in cortical neurons during VL, and CM stimula. 
tion, as well as observations on the effects of injected 
hyperpolarizin8 currents on PSPs, indicate that specific 
activation of  cortical neurons occurs predominantly via 
synapses which are on or close to the soma, whereas 
activation of cortical neurons via nonspecific projections 
occurs both at sites close to the soma as well as remote 
from the membrane potential changes produced by in- 
jected hyperpolarizing currents, Failure to detect inter- 
mediary processes between PSPs and spikes following 
either mode of activation of cortical neurons is consistent 
with the view that graded responses referable to dendritic 

activities are PSPs. In the analysis of the origin and 
nature of different components of evoked cortical poten- 
tials particular emphasis is to be placed on findings of 
relatively stable and reproducible patterns of evoked 
PSPs in differing groups of neurons during a particular 
stage in the dispersion of synaptic activity in cortex. 

3. Intracellular studies of the organization of intra- 
thalamic synaptic pathways involved in EEG synchroni- 
zation and EEG desynchronization elicited by low and 
high frequency stimulation, respectively, of midline 
thalamic structures have indicated that elements involved 
in the production of recruiting responses also participate 
in the effects of reticulocortical activation. Synchroni- 
zation of thalamic neuronal discharge b affected by the 
development of stereotyped patterns of EPSP, lPSP 
sequences with an overall duration of 100~200 reset. 
Long latency prolonged IPSPs evoked in thalamic neu- 
rons during low frequency CM stimulation represent the 
major synapti¢ event underlying synchronization of 
thalamic neuronal activity. The transition from low to 
high frequency midline stimulation is auoolated with 
blockade of IPSPs in thalamlc neurons and enhancement 
of excitatory synapti¢ drives which persist beyond the 
period of stimulation. 

60, Varlatlem of eortiml potmtlals with polatqmtlon. - -  
W. M. Landau (St, Loub, Me.). 

A preliminary report of this work appears in Trans. ,4mar. 
neural. Ass., 1962, 87: 72-75. A fuller version will be 
published soon. 

61, Some preliminary obsermtkms ou evoked responses and 
perception or visual stimuli in men. - -  J ,  S. Bmrlow 
(Boston, Mm.). 

Although many aspects of the interrelationships between 
brain waves and brain function have been studied in 
animals with the aid of experiments on learning and 
conditioning, this interrelationship has been less fully 
explored in man, However, experiments concerned with 
the study of the time course of  perception of stimuli are 
severely limited in their applicability to animals because 
of the fact that the latter can signal the perception of a 
sensory stimulus only by a motor response (e,t., a con- 
ditional response). The exact time interval between the 
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